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Description
When you have more than one version of an image in the ﬁle gallery (via the update mechanism) you
get an additional property: Archive.
When you select that, you get this images individual archive displayed. All images have the standard
properties, and among them is "delete" to delete the image. That works as it should.
But also each and every image gets a checkbox, and underneath the listing, you can perform some
task on a set of images collectively (all that got a check in the checkbox).
Among those task is again "delete".
But when you check some archived images and select a collective delete, this will be completely
ignored. You do not even get the normal conﬁrmation dialog. Also, no error message. It just does
_nothing at all_. Whatever you had selected stays selected. And this is independent from permission,
the same happens to the admin, when he or she wants to delete a selection of images.
As I said before, individual deletion works as it should, so it's probably "only" a problem of the
collective delete algorithm.
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Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

hman 25 Feb 20 16:51 GMT-0000
Seems to be broken in newer versions also:
https://dev.tiki.org/item7291-Deleting-multiple-ﬁles-in-a-ﬁles-archives-do-nothing
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